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ATTENTION: If You Want to Virtually Guarantee Youll Be One of the Elite Internet Marketers of the

Future Then Dont Close This Page Until Youve Read Every Word "Here's How You Can Instantly Gain an

Almost Unstoppable Edge On Your Competition, Increase Your Sales Conversions, and Build Your Profit

Margin to Massive Proportions with This Incredibly Powerful Secret Tool" In Less Than 60 Minutes From

Now You Can Be Creating Your Own Money-Making Software without Knowing a Single Thing About

Writing Code or Without Having to Hire One of Those Expensive Programmers. From: Timm Miller Dear

Fellow Marketers, It's no secret to anyone that you can rake in incredible profits selling software. I'm

talking millions... and perhaps even billions. Obviously not everyone is capable of creating windfalls of this

magnitude but you get the picture. And, of course, not everyone has the technical skill and knowledge to

create software. The development costs are staggeringly high... as in hundreds of thousands of dollars for

some software applications. Not to mention the time it takes to write the program. Who has that kind of

time, money, or knowledge? NOT MANY... Imagine, though, if you could just skip all the rigamarole that

comes with research, development, programming, packaging, etc. - and just get down to making

software! Would that be a riot? As utterly crazy as it sounds it's not impossible... in fact, it's down right

easy with my new program called... "Software Maker Pro." "Imagine Being Able To AUTOMATICALLY

Create Professional Looking Profit-Pulling Software Applications In Just 9 Incredibly Simple Steps... all in

About 30-60 Minutes!" What if you could have a professional software designer on retainer for you 24

hours a day 7 days a week that could create software applications whenever you wanted all for just a one

time low payment? Imagine the money you could save or better yet imagine the potential profits you could

bring in by creating and selling your own software! Sound like a pipe dream?... Well its NOT. And in a

minute Ill show you exactly how you can get this amazing software generating tool for your own use. Do

you have thousands of dollars just lying around to hire a programmer to write code for your next software

idea? I would venture to say probably not. Do you have the time to learn programming language and write

the code yourself? Maybe if you dont mind waiting ten years before youll be any good at it. With This

Mind-Blowing Marketing Tool You Could Be Saying Good-bye to Failure FOREVER! Now imagine this
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Youve just come up with an idea for a software application that could significantly help solve a nagging

problem in your niche. What do you do next? Do you just sit there wishing you could find someone to

design the software for you, do you wallow in self pity because you know you are about to miss the profit

boat again simply because you dont have the resources to make your idea a reality or do you open your

software-generating program, put in the recipe and whip out that new software within the hour!

Personally, I prefer the latter. Its already a proven fact that people not only love software, they WILL pay

for it. Most folks are lazy (and practically EVERYONE is pressed for time) and if you can provide a

legitimate alternative to work theyll jump all over it. Now Theres An Affordable Way to Create Your Own

Software Without Spending a Fortune! Why should only a select few have the chance to make their own

software? Everyone should have a fair chance to create and sell their own software without going into

eternal debt or maxing out their credit cards. Thanks to this exciting design in software technology, you

can make practically all the software you want instantly... at the push of a button. You may never have to

waste your time or money again. This powerful new software will generate as many applications as you

want you are only limited by your imagination. New to Internet Marketing? That fine too! Because

Software Maker Pro is designed so even the newest of marketers can use it without difficulty. There are

no scripts or codes that you have to enter and figure out on your own. You wont spend hours on

complicated programming tasks or writing code. Just pop in a recipe and voila youre just a few clicks

away from creating your very own software application any time you want! Plus, weve included an

easy-to-understand quick start guide that will show you exactly how to get the most out of your software

maker and maximize your income at the same time! Youll truly be amazed at all the things this one piece

of software can do. Here Are Just A Few of the Virtually Countless Ways You Can Benefit From Using

Software Maker Pro *Unlimited Software Applications at the Push of a Button If you hire a programmer to

design your software you get one application period. Not only does it take a long time but all (or a good

portion) of your budget goes into development costs before you even have a chance of seeing one dime

in profit. Not so with Software Maker Pro. Your design costs are virtually zero (you pay for the software

creator one time and your done) and you can create unlimited applications all with just a few clicks of the

mouse. *Save Time and Money Thanks to Software Maker Pro, youll no longer have to spend a huge

amount of your valuable time creating products. With the hours youll save you can spend more time on

the things you enjoy most. Plus, youll have more time to focus on the marketing aspect of your business



and not the product development phase. *Potentially Explode Your Sales and Income With the ability to

create unlimited software applications theres virtually no limit to what this can do to your sales and profit

margin. Whether you create software to sell or software to give away you can create almost an unlimited

stream of potential profit generating applications. *No Complicated Scripts or Programming Required You

dont have to enter any complicated codes or be an expert programmer to use Software Maker Pro. This

is truly a hassle free piece of software. Just pop in a recipe (well show you exactly how in the quick start

guide), fill out the required information and with the click of your mouse youll have a ready-to-go software

application that is ALL yours. You've seen it before... people raking in fist-fulls of profit from all types of

software... headline creators, sales letter generators, web page creators... the list goes on and on. The

concept is really simple... Find a problem... make a software application that makes it easy to deal with...

and you've got an instant recipe for success. You could be one idea away from becoming the next

software tycoon! Come on... Who wouldn't get excited about that!? Now you no longer have to fork out

hundreds or possibly even thousands for an expensive programmer and wait weeks or even months to

get your software to market... (assuming all the bugs have been detected and worked out). This software

lets you get the same result but with your bank account still intact!... and your product ready to market in

practically no time flat. Just fill in some blanks, put in a "recipe" and answer some questions... then with a

few clicks of the mouse you're done. Your software is ready to roll... Simply test it out and then hit the

market! With "Software Maker Pro" you can have your very own software application completed and

ready to be taking orders on it all in the same day... and that's if you're slow! *Instantly Create

Profit-Pulling Software Applications For Practically ANY Market! - No matter what your market is, you can

now use "Software Maker Pro" to automatically create professional software, without spending

thousands. *You WILL have your first Software created in only a few minutes! - All it takes is a few short

minutes to fill in the blanks, load a recipe, click the mouse a few times and your software will be complete.

*"Software Maker Pro" couldn't be easier to use! - This software is so simple to use. Even my 11 year old

son was able to use it (now that's really saying something). *Build your email list to gargantuan

proportions by creating and GIVING AWAY viral software applications ! - "Software Maker Pro" is the

perfect tool to create lead-generating viral software tools. This strategy can be used in almost unlimited

markets and you can even get a tax deduction by "giving away" promotional items. *Free recipes

included! - I'll also give you a starter pack of "recipes" to help get you started with your first software



program! "Software Maker Pro" is perfect for anyone who wants to sell software but doesn't have the time

and money to invest in developers and programmers. To hire a good professional software developer and

programmer can cost anything up to $200,000 per product! So I could easily be charging $497 for this

software, and you'd be getting a tremendous bargain... but I'm not going to be charging anywhere near

this much. And here's the reason why: I've been in your position and I know how hard it is. The sole

reason I created this software was so that I could help people like you to create professional software

applications quickly and easily and without having to spend hundreds or thousands of dollars. This is not

some cheap piece of software. In fact... version 1.0 (that's the current version) cost $14,195 to develop

and the upgraded version (currently being developed) could be priced at around $1,000 once it is

released. So to offer this software for $497 would be denying the reason for me creating it in the first

place. I have therefore decided to offer it to you for the AMAZINGLY low price of just $197. But WAIT!...

I'm Currently Conducting a Special Marketing Test and... FOR A LIMITED TIME YOU'LL PAY JUST

$2.97! "Software Maker Pro" will not only save you time and money, it will also provide you with very nice,

high converting software applications for practically ANY market you can imagine. You will be simply

amazed by the results you get. Order Software Maker Pro Today and I'll Also Throw In FOUR Extremely

Powerful SUCCESS FACTORS That Give You Virtually EVERY Tool You Will EVER Need to Start Your

Very Own Highly Profitable INSTANT Software Empire! Even if you had only the software, Software

Maker Pro is enough to get you started on your way to becoming a successful creator and seller of

software. But then I thought... "why stop there?" Having your very own hot software application is a great

start but what about a complete package that allows you to design a web page to sell your new creation.

Now you can enjoy the benefits of my Powerful "Success Factors" and use them to create your entire

software business from the ground up. Here's what's included... *SUCCESS FACTOR #1: eCover Pro (a

$27.00 value) Now YOU can easily churn out one professional eCover after another for every new

product you have and feel sorry for others who didn't discover this easy, low-cost alternative which can be

responsible for saving themselves hundreds of dollars from feeding hungry, greedy graphic designers or

buying expensive eCover Creator Tools that don't give you desired results! Okay, so you've made your

first software application with Software Maker Pro... now what do you do? You need a web site. Right?

Well now you don't have to settle for that boring and drab "plain paper" look. I've made special

arrangements to include a way for you to design a professional cover graphic for your new software.



Catch your visitors' attention right away and add instant perceived value to your software product with the

stunning graphics you'll create with this amazing program. You can spice up your web page and give it

some real feel in just a few minutes of your time. eCover Pro is easy to use and you'll be amazed at the

quality kick-ass covers in generates in only minutes of work. *SUCCESS FACTOR #2: Simple Sales

Copy (a $97.00 value) This little success factor is a major player when it comes to raking in the profits.

You've heard it thousands of times if you heard it once... "Exceptional sales copy is a power-packed

marketing tool that can generate thousands- even millions of dollars in online profits." The marketing

gurus have been using it for years on their sites and you need it on yours if you want to stand a chance of

achieving REAL online success. Now you can learn how to create profit pulling sales copy that blows your

visitors away and leads them straight to your ORDER NOW link. You've already got a "great" software

product and a web page with a killer cover graphic... now you need some order pulling copy to complete

your mini sales page... ... and "Simple Sales Copy" is the perfect tool. Especially if you are like most

marketers and are the proverbial 98-pound weakling when it comes to writing sales copy. I've almost

completely eliminated the stress and the hassle of writing copy for your new product with this success

factor. *SUCCESS FACTOR #3: Massive CGI & PHP Script Library (a $189 value) You'll be able to tap

into this huge library of cgi and php scripts (83 with resale rights) and use them go generate tons of

software applications... Why settle for a few templates when you can have a mega library of 85 scripts to

start with? There's virtually no limit to what you can do with this success factor. You can create individual

software applications and sell them as a stand alone or you can create multiple applications and package

them together, use them as bonuses for your existing products, give them away as viral marketing or list

building tools... just about anything you can think of. You can even modify the scripts, once you get the

hang of it, and create a completely new application! Okay, there it is This offer is ripe for the taking and

RIGHT NOW is YOUR best opportunity to get in. Take it lightly and risk missing out. Jump in with both

feet and secure your marketing future. The choice is all yours. Listen... does it really matter what you

think about software or about creating your own software? What REALLY matters is the market has

spoken... and their voice screams loudly... WE WANT SOFTWARE! Could You Possibly Need ANY

MORE Incentive To Buy? If by some incredibly mysterious coincidence you actually do think you need

more then keep reading... To really put the icing on the cake and make this an offer that you absolutely

can't refuse I've decided to add this one incredible "last minute" bonus. And... I'm not going to feed you



some line of bull and tell you that you can ONLY get the lifetime updates "if you order before midnight

tonight." To be honest, your biggest fear shouldn't be about what bonuses you might miss out on... it

should be about the HUGE jump your competition is getting on you every day that you DON'T have this

weapon in your arsenal... Put that in your pipe and smoke it! *LAST MINUTE BONUS: Free Lifetime

Upgrades (Priceless) "When You Order Software Maker Pro You'll Receive FREE Lifetime Upgrades!"

Here's just a few of the powerful software tools you can create when you order your copy of Software

Maker Pro... Affiliate Link Cloakers - These nifty little tools help resellers protect their commissions. I just

created two of theses in less than ten minutes for my affiliates but I've used it myself for over six affiliate

products I'm promoting. There are still plenty of people who will pay good money for software that helps

them keep their hard earned commissions. Current versions of this type of software are selling for as

much as $59.00 Sales Letter Generators - An ever increasing number of online marketers are looking for

solutions to high priced copywriting services. These services are worth every penny but most people

simply can't afford it. With a little research and a good swipe file you can create a template to load into the

Software Maker Pro interface and pop out a killer sales letter generating software that rivals even the

most experienced of competition. Russell Brunson recently created his version of this kind of software

and brought in $11,859 in 48 hours! That's the kind of power and profit creating and selling your own

software can produce. Current versions of this type of software are selling for an average of $67.00 to

$97.00 Name Squeeze Generator - If you have been around internet marketing for any time then you

already know what a "name squeeze" page is... for those who don't know... a name squeeze page is

simply a special page that is used specifically to build an opt-in list. There's really no limit to the uses for

this type of software... you can sell it in practically ANY niche. The good news is that it's VERY easy to

create. Just for kicks I created a name squeeze page generator in about 20 minutes and now I just use

the software myself to kick out custom designed pages in less than 5 minutes. Currently this type of

software application is selling for $97.00 Niche Market Mini Site Generator - Niche marketing is hot and

it's not showing any signs of cooling off right now. There's incredible demand for products that help

people create mini sites for their niche market. Add a way for people to make residual income from

Google Adwords and Amazonand you could potentially have an incredibly hot-selling software. I've done

a little research on this type of software and found products ranging from $49.97 up to $397 for an entire

course on niche marketing mini sites. Order Page Generator - Generates custom order pages based on



proven techniques for getting the most out of your visitors. I created a version of this software called

"Order Page Magic" and used it to generate almost 2000 leads and have made almost $15,000.00 in

back end profits simply by giving away the software. It took me about 30 minutes to generate the

application (it was my first one) and it has proven to be a very versatile piece of software! Certainly, this is

not just some "run of the mill" offer. In fact I challenge you to find a better offer on the web seriously take

your best shot. If you can find one thats better then my congratulations go out to you. If youre finally ready

to get off your ass and take the marketing bull by the horns then you need to act fast real fast... and

ORDER NOW! See you at the top! Best wishes, Timm Miller Yes Timm! Please Give Me Instant Online

Access To the "Software Maker Pro" Software Creation System, Plus the Special Limited Bonuses Worth

$370.00 At The Mind-Blowing Price Of Only $37! I understand that if I order immediately, I will get instant

access to the following products, including the Special Limited Offer Bonuses to help get my own

software building business off the ground as fast as possible. Software Maker Pro: Software that

generates software eCover Pro: Design Professional eCovers to use on your new software's sales page

Simple Sales Copy: Instantly build professional sales pages The Untold Secrets of Internet Marketing in

.pdf format Massive CGI & PHP Script Library: Use these scripts to build your own software or to get

ideas for a new software product Last Minute Bonus: Unlimited FREE lifetime upgrades to all additions

and modifications of "Software Maker Pro" Unannounced Bonus: 5 "recipes" to help you get started right

away Secure No-Risk Order Form Click Above to Order Now! ( All other orders will be processed

immediately on our secure server. Your information is private and will never be shared with third parties.

Don't delay, get immediate access now! ) As a valued customer, your privacy is my utmost priority. Your

information is always encrypted and will never be shared with 3rd parties.
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